
GPS/GSM/GPRS DAKWIT PORTATIL CON CASE DE SEGURIDAD 

 

3G GPS Tracker Universally Applicable 

  

Feature: 

1.It supports 3G WCDMA full frequency and is compatible with 2G, and it is universally applicable without 

limit to distance and countries. 

2.AGPS rapid and accurate positioning gives you fast tracking. 

3.GSM blind area supplementary transmission: When GSM signal meets the blind area, GPS positioning data 

is saved intelligently and the transmission will continue when there is a signal. 

4.Newly upgraded APP settings: APP can set all instructions and query status, no need to do setting with SMS 

or record the device card number after APP runs on the device. 

5.Smart positioning mode: When the device is moving, the APP will automatically position it; but when the 

device is still, it will switch to the mode of low power consumption and energy saving (save electricity and 

GPRS data). 

6.When the device connects to power supply and the GPRS is normal, it will always work. 

7.There had added optional functions of oil measurement, voltage measurement and electricity measurement. 

8.Real-time dynamic query to the 3-month history track is available. 



9.You can control the relay remotely on APP to cut off oil and power, so as to realize the function of parking 

and locking the car. 

  

Specification: 

Item Type: GPS Tracker 

Network: 2G GSM/3G WCDMA 

Band: GSM850/900/1800/1900MHz/UMTS850/900/1900/2100MHz 

GSM Chip: MTK 

GPS Chip: Ublox 7020&8130 

GPS Sensitivity: -159dBm 

GPS Accuracy: 10m 

Time to First Fix: Cold status 45s-85s, Warm status 35s, Hot status 1s 

Working Voltage: 9-36V 

Storage Temp.: -40°C to +85°C 

Operation Temp.: -20°C to +55°C 

Humidity: 5%--95% non-condensing 

Color: Black 

Size: 90x46x17mm 

Real-time tracking 

Speeding/low power alarm 

Movement alarm 

Into/out off Geo-fence alarm 

ACC detection and inform(4pin have) 

Cut power alarm(optional with battery) 

Remote control oil and circuit（optional ） 

Add vibration alarm 

Add 3G WCDMA(900/2100MHz@UMT/850/1900MHz@UMTS)  

Add detection the fuel consumption（optional 5 PIN) 

Add detection  power level and voltage（optional 5 PIN) 

Add detection of air conditioner on and off（optional ) 

Add save power and GPRS 

Add waterproof and dust proof 

Add AGPS function, receive GPS signals faster 

Add built-in storage memory, Blind area data upload 

Add app set 

Note: 

1).GPS tracking can be worked outdoor. Must have mobile phone gsm signal and have GPS signal,  It can 

block GPS satellite signal when there are metal or  building above the GPS tracker etc. 

2).Pls make sure 3G WCDMA card or 2G GSM network sim card, supports making calls, sending messages, 

GPRS network.have money,Cancel the PIN code 

  

Package Included: 
1 x User Manual 

1 x Box 

1 x Cable 

1 x GPS Tracker with Relay 

Item Specifics 

Brand : Unbranded 



MPN : Does Not Apply 

Item Type : GPS Tracker 

Network : 2G GSM/3G WCDMA 

GSM Chip : MTK 

GPS Chip : Ublox 7020&8130 

GPS Accuracy : 10m 

 


